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Outline 
 
• Yang-Mills  gauge theories are the mathematical basis of our description of 
Nature, but they are very difficult to deal with, especially beyond  the weak 
coupling regime.  Lattice Monte-Carlo simulations don’t always lead to precise 
and  transparent results.  
• Can we hope on analytic  understanding of Yang-Mills theories in strong 
coupling regime?    
• A remarkable example of  integrable (=solvable) 4D quantum gauge field 
theory is a remote relative of QCD - the superconformal N=4 Yang-Mills theory 
in the planar (‘t Hooft) approximation Nc=∞.   
• In  a certain sense, planar N=4 SYM  is completely solvable, i.e. any 
reasonable physical quantity (not only in BPS sector!) can be computed at any 
force of coupling. 
• Exact solution is due to AdS/CFT correspondence to string theory on AdS5×S5 
background and to quantum integrability  of string sigma-model. 
• I will describe the origins and the form of exact equations for anomalous 
dimensions, called Quantum Spectral Curve (QSC, and review some results of 
computations using QSC. 
 
 



Planar Graphs as String Worldsheets 
‘t Hooft 

§  Yang-Mills theory 

§  Vertices 

§  Propagators 

Index is conserved 
 along each line 



Double expansion: 
   Perturbative, in  ‘t Hooft coupling: 

 
  Topological, in   string coupling: 
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Planar graphs and large-N expansion 

NN 
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§  Successfully applied for matrix approach in 2d quantum gravity 
   and  non-critical strings – early example of “AdS/CFT”.  

David 
V.K. 



String picture in QCD 
§  Meson:  quark and antiquark  
   connected by an open string 
    

§  Glueball: closed string    

§  Amplitudes    



Barion flux tube formation (lattice QCD)… 

Ichie, Bornyakov, Streuer , Schierholz 



Glueball masses as functions of number of  colors Nc 
from lattice QCD simulations 



N=4 Super-Yang-Mills theory 
 

AdS/CFT correspondence 
and integrability   

 



N=4 SYM   dual to superstring on AdS5 x S5 

    CFT/AdS duality 
     weak / strong 

Anomalous dimension Energy of  the dual string state 

super-conformal theory:  
     β-function=0, no massive particles 

•  Super-conformal symmetry    PSU(2,2|4)  isometry of string  target space  

target space 

world sheet 
Maldacena 

Gubser,Klebanov,Polyakov 
Witten 

Metsaev, Tseytlin 

AdS time 

Local operators: 

       ↔ 
  operators / states 

•  Gamma-deformed N=4 SYM is also conformal&integrable (N=4  →  N=0)  
Leigh, Strassler 

Frolov 
Lunin,Maldacena 
Beisert, Roiban 



CFT versus QCD 
§  CFT §  QCD: stretched string  

       at large separation 

•  4D Correlators: scaling dimensions 

They describe the whole conformal theory via operator product expansion  

§  N=4 SYM 
   (planar limit,  
strong coupling) 

Maldacena 

non-trivial functions 
 of ‘t Hooft coupling g  

structure constants 



Dilatation operator in SYM perturbation theory 

•  Conformal dimensions are  eigenvalues of  dilatation operator 

•  Dilatation operator            from point-splitting 
     and renormalization 

•  Can be computed from perturbation theory in  



Bethe’31 

Exact spectrum at one loop (su(2)-sector) 
•    Dilatation operator = Heisenberg Hamiltonian, integrable by Bethe ansatz! 

Minahan, Zarembo 

-  vacuum: 

Beisert, Kristijansen,Staudacher 

•  One loop N=4 SYM anomalous dimensions given by condition of 
analyticity (polynomiality) of two  Baxter functions  

also integrable! 

    related by so called QQ-relation: 

•    One-loop anomalous dimensions in terms of solutions of QQ relations: 

•    Twisted periodic boundary condition with twist parameter 
     It corresponds to a particular case of gamma-deformed, N=1 SYM. 



Quantum Spectral Curve for exact  N=4 SYM dimensions    
Gromov, V.K., Vieira 
Gromov, V.K., Leurent, Volin 
V.K., Leurent, Volin (to appear) 

•  QSC generalizes the integrability and analyticity principals from quantum 
     spin chains to the AdS5xS5 string sigma-model.  

•    Large u asymptotics defined by angular momenta on the sphere  S5 

•    Basic functions with “simple” analytic properties (one cut, or i-periodic cuts) 

•    No other singularities for all functions! 

•    We brought spectral AdS/CFT problem from infinite AdS/CFT Y-system  
       to a finite number of non-linear integral QSC equations.   

•    If we include twists of gamma-deformation: 

- analytic continuation of        
through the cut on    



Gromov, V.K., Leurent, Volin  2013 

Quantum Spectral Curve  Equations (Pµ -system)   

•  Monodromy around the branch point: 

•   Pµ -system contains also an equation for monodromy of µ: 

Reduction for SL(2) 
operators 

•  Anomalous dimension can then be found from other asymptotics, e.g. 



Some Results for 
SYM Spectrum from 

Exact Equations  



•  Integrability is far more efficient than summing Feynman diagrams! 

Perturbative Konishi dimension of N=4 SYM  from QSC 

Confirmed up to 5 loops 
by direct graph calculus 

Fiamberti,Santambrogio,Sieg,Zanon 
Velizhanin 
Eden,Heslop,Korchemsky,Smirnov,Sokatchev 

Marbeu, Volin 
 (10-loops  from 
 quantum  spectral 
curve) 

Always expressed through rationals 
times Riemann multi-zeta numbers 

131,000 graphs! 



 Strong coupling and numerics from exact QSC equations 

Gromov, Levkovich-Maslyuk, Valatka 

§    Exact AdS/CFT QSC equations pass all known tests! 

•  1/g-expansion for dimension of Konishi operator from our exact equations  

•  Numerics of extremely high precision from QSC  (easily 20 orders!) 

Gromov, Levkovich-Maslyuk, Sizov 
 
Confirms earlier results of  
Gromov, V.K., Vieira 
Frolov 

Gubser, Polyakov, Klebanov 
Gromov, V.K., Vieira 



BFKL Dimension from  Quantum Spectral Curve  

Reproduced from QSC by Alfimov, Gromov, V.K. 

•  Balitsky-Fadin-Kuraev-Lipatov limit for twist-2 operator:     

•  We realized the analytic continuation in spin S and BFKL limit  for QSC equations    

•  Might help to find the NNLO leading pomeron trajectory for  QCD  

•  LO and NLO  known from the direct Feynman graph resummation.   

LO : 

NLO : 

NNLO :  Gromov, Levkovich-Maslyuk, Sizov 

Costa, Concalves, Penedones 
Jaroszevicz,  
Lipatov,  
Kotikov, Lipatov     

Kotikov, Lipatov     

Alfimov, Gromov, V.K. 

Multi-zeta functions: 



Conclusions and prospects  
•  We have a few examples of exactly solvable  planar 
      gauge theories at D>2, such as 4D N=4 SYM  
     and 3D ABJM model,  dual to CP3  x  AdS4   
 
•  The problem of computing the anomalous dimensions of local operators is 

reduced to a finite set of non-linear Riemann-Hilbert type equations  -- 
     Quantum Spectral Curve – a unique tool for analytic and numerical study of    
     anomalous dimensions at any coupling. 
 
•  Many other physical quantities might be exactly computable: n-point 

correlation f-ns, Wilson loops, gluon scattering amplitudes, 1/N-corrections 

•  Can we use it  as a zero order approximation to realistic gauge theories, 
such as QCD?    

•  What is the origin of this integrability on the gauge side? 
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